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THE LEARY BRICK WORKS 
Kiln and Chimney 
 
The elemental forms of the Leary brickyard’s kiln and chimney, one a 
graceful dome and the other a towering shaft, vaguely recall ancient architectural forms – the 
domes of the Roman Empire and the obelisks of Egypt. Maybe that is why they so 
immediately pull us in. The kiln has an otherworldly feel, a very distant relative of the 
Pantheon in Rome, but with a slightly similar feeling – when you enter, it is quieter and cooler 
than outside. And the chimney, which as we know was a key functional part of the kiln’s 
operation, has a landmark quality. But it does not take long when examining the kiln to notice 
features and details that suggest an industrial, rather than a religious, function: the floor vents, 
the flash walls, and outside the fireboxes. 
 

 
View of the kiln looking to the east, ca. 1945. 

From the Leary Papers 
Emile Tranq Interview 
Observations about the Kiln 

 

These notes on the brickyard and kiln are 

from an interview conducted with Emile Tranq 

by Carl Leary in March of 2003. “1947 – When 

the brickyard re-opened after WWII, Gabriel 

Moreau and wife stayed in the building west 

of the brickyard and cut wood for the first kiln 

of bricks. Dan and Emile Tranq hauled wood 

for the first kiln into the yard behind the 

present brick house sawed it into shorter 

lengths (4’) and split it. They cut wood in the 

spring of 1947 so it would be dry for the fall 

start-up. In the fall, Dad [Bill Leary] and Rod 

Ager (Uncle Rod) fired up the kiln. A cut-down 

car was turned into a truck to haul the wood 

from the location north of Don’s house over to 

the kiln. Emile would haul all day, arriving the 

next morning to find all the wood was already 

burned in the kiln overnight. Emile recalls that 

he also helped Dad and Uncle Rod fire the 

kilns at times along with Gustave Vigier. One 

day Dad asked Emile how the wood hauling 

was going and Emile said that the steering 

was sure tough. Dad went in the workshop 

and returned with special diesel oil for the 

spindle and the steering was then okay. 
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A kiln is one of those rare buildings that not just holds a function (as does a house or a barn or 
a store), but which actually defines and controls the function. And thus the very form, the 
design, the materials and the construction all either direct or contribute to the function. In this 
regard, a kiln is a very active building. 
 
The following analysis thus will often combine observations about form and function – for 
they often are intimately linked. And given how much we already know about kiln operations 
(addressed in the earlier section, “Manitoba’ Brick Industry – Processes and Technologies”), 
the following observations, complete with photographs and technical drawings, will mainly 
focus on the particular aspects of the Leary site. The 2003 video interview with Don Leary 
provides a great deal of key information about kiln construction and operation. We quote it 
liberally here, with a transcription that combines linked information. 
 
“Loading the kiln took a lot of time, and quite a bit of skill. Special patterns of placement were 
used to make sure the bricks stood correctly, and received even heat during the process. Bricks 
were spaced about a finger width apart, and this was only something you learned from 
experience. [See a later entry in this section on the theories of brick-loading in a kiln.] Men at 
the top of the brick pile kneeled on pallets, and bricks were thrown up to them. 
 
“An enormous amount of wood was used in the firing process. Poplar logs were cut in winter 
and then hauled to the site in spring. They were cut into four-foot lengths. 25-30 cords of wood 
were used for one firing. Besides wood they cut they also bought a lot of wood. 
 
“The firing started with a fire at the base of the chimney and small fires actually at the base of 
the fireboxes – this got the heat moving and the flue going. There were 12 fireboxes, and the 
short interior walls were called flash walls – these directed the heat from the fireboxes up to 
the kiln apex. Heat was sucked down through the bricks to the vents lining the kiln floor and 
then to the chimney. The draught to the chimney was controlled by large sheet of steel over the 
opening – you could lower or raise the plate to alter the draught. 
 
“They wanted a gentle heat at first – and the first sign of action was white smoke from the 
chimney – this was the steam coming from the moisture coming out of the green bricks. When 
white smoke stopped then the heat was increased; they had to be very careful going forward 
with the heat. Then black smoke would come from chimney – this lasted for a few days (two, 
generally) and this is where the carbon was burning off the bricks. At this point they would 
take samples, and check via the “bullet” holes in the lower walls of the kiln; someone would  

 
 
 

 
Entrance to the kiln. This opening would be 

sealed up with bricks and mortar once the kiln 

had been filled with green bricks and was 

ready for firing. 
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climb onto the dome, and using tongs try to pull out a sample here and there. They only had 
one chance each time they did this, because the tongs would actually start to deform from the 
heat. The bricks were white at this point. Then they increased the heat again, and again did so 
gradually. This is when they sealed everything up – placed metal plates over all openings, and 
sealed them with raw clay. The kiln door was bricked up when the kiln was fired; and then 
only opened when firing was done. 
 
“The shale bricks would melt and fuse and ultimately they would turn red in colour. And then 
they just waited and let the whole thing cool down. They had two bullet holes aligned on either 
side of kiln and they looked through these to see how the bricks were doing. After the gradual 
cooling they finally opened the vents and door. Gravity rollers were used to get the finished 
bricks out of kiln and onto wagons or truck beds. One of the summers we did four kiln firings. 
 
“The bricks from the lowest levels were not quite so good – they were generally softer and 
were sold as common bricks. The bricks at the top of kiln got the most heat and so were also 
considered of lesser quality – these were chimney or fire bricks. The best bricks were in the 
centre of the pile – these were called face bricks.” 
 
Besides these essential points about the kiln and brick-firing processes, Don Leary in his 
interview also provided some interesting random points about the kiln, chimney, and the 
bricks: 
 
“All the bricks in the domed part of the kiln are tapered, and all are from the United States. 
Each of these specialty bricks cost 25 cents in 1900 – so they were very expensive. The 
chimney flue was actually quite narrow – bricks came out a bit at the bottom, and so the whole 
thing was tapered at the lower levels. A raw brick off the brick press weighed eight pounds and 
after firing only five pounds – so each one lost at least three pounds of water and carbon in the 
firing process. When you banged finished bricks together the really good ones sounded like 
porcelain cups clinking. They used mule-hide mitts for all the finished brick handling – once 
they were done the bricks had very hard, sharp edges. You wanted a mitt that was shiny, and 
had thus been worked in. Unworked mitts might only last a few hours. A sudden change in 
temperature within the kiln would cause bricks to explode – and obviously ruin the load and 
the kiln itself.” 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

One of the brick carts that was used to move 

green bricks to the kiln. The cart, which could 

hold 75 bricks, and weighed about 600 

pounds when loaded, could nevertheless be 

pushed and maneuvered by one man, given 

the basic design, large rubber tires and 

simple one-handle pushing arm. 
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Archival views of the kiln, both from the early 

1950s. These images are instructive for 

several reasons. The top image (which 

features Alvin and Carl Leary) shows just one 

of the typical woodpiles that would be 

assembled for a firing. The lower image 

shows the fire boxes, with their two distinctive 

openings, and the bullet holes in the upper 

levels of the kiln walls that Don Leary 

describes in his review of the kiln operation. 

And in both images you can see the distinct 

surface quality of the dome – which is actually 

a thin layer of concrete. 
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Contemporary views of the kiln and chimney, 

suggesting the rather dilapidated state 

certainly of the kiln. Yet for both, the inherent 

stability of the forms, and the structural 

strength of the materials—brick of course— 

appears to hold out hope for many more years 

of life. 
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Cross section view of the kiln and chimney. 

This drawing shows the essential 

construction and connective situation for 

these two structures. The kiln is 16 feet at its 

highest point, and the chimney is about 70 

feet tall. The kiln is 32 feet in diameter and the 

chimney is eight feet square at its base. Each 

is completely constructed of brick. This 

section shows the great breadth of the lower 

kiln walls (far left of drawing) – necessary to 

withhold the great weight and pressure of the 

dome. On the right-side of the kiln is a typical 

cross section of a firebox. Interior flash walls, 

which directed heat upwards from the 

fireboxes, are shown just inside the main 

dome walls. The kiln floor was interlaced with 

seven vented tunnel openings, which were 

essential in drawing the heat from the kiln 

through the tunnel and to the chimney, where 

heat and smoke were exhausted. 
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Floor plan of the kiln. This drawing shows the 

complex nature of the structure, and suggests 

the ingenuity of operation. We see here the 

thickness of the walls (42 inches at the base, 

and 24 inches at the lower wall height), the 

small bullet-hole openings in the walls, the 12 

fireboxes that open into the kiln and extend 

from the main body, the flash walls (whose 

curvature is slightly tighter than the overall 

kiln curve), and finally the brick floor – with its 

seven parallel lines of venting tunnels. We 

can also see the wooden walkway (bottom) 

leading to the brick plant, from whence green 

bricks were delivered, and the tunnel to the 

chimney at top right. 
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Interior views of the kiln: Left, view from the entrance looking northwest and showing the curve 

of the dome, flash walls (the half walls separated by narrow gaps and marked at each gap in the 

lower kiln wall with bullet-hole openings for viewing during initial stages of a firing), and the 

heavily vented floor construction, at this time caved-in in many places. Centre: another view 

showing the lower and upper surfaces of the dome and the flash walls. Right: view showing the 

top edges of flash walls and clearer view of lower wall’s bullet-hole openings. 
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A photograph above, and four technical 

drawings at left, show the design and 

construction of the apparently simple bullet-

hole openings in the kiln walls. The drawing 

at upper left shows the unimpressive “face” of 

the opening at the outer surface – a simple 

rectangle. But the other three drawings show 

just how complex these openings were – with 

a splayed plan (lower left) and stepped 

elevation (lower right). These openings are 12 

x 12 inches inside and narrow down to just 4 

x 8 inches at the outside face. 
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Views of kiln floor and the variety of bricks used in the construction of the kiln. Left, detail showing 

the placement of large (5 ¾ x 2 ½ x 13 inch) bricks that formed the vent top; bricks were spaced 

so that a one-inch gap separated each one from its neighbour. Centre: a collection of kiln 

construction brick; note the tapered bricks at top left and centre left: these were the primary 

bricks used in the construction of the dome section of the kiln. Right: view of vent construction 

and random bricks. 
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One aspect of the kiln that is not commonly addressed in typical overview discussions about its 
operation concerns the placement and organization of the green bricks. And so we look to the 
major contemporary treatise on the subject, developed in 1895 by Charles Thomas Davis for 
H.C. Baird & Company of Philadelphia. His 628-page tome, A Practical Treatise on the 
Manufacture of Brick, Tiles and Terra-cotta, provides exquisitely clear and precise directions 
for the stacking of the kiln: 
 
“All brick-makers recognize the importance of properly burning their wares. This cannot be 
done, however skillful the burner may be or how good the kiln, unless the bricks have been 
properly set in the kiln; and much of the bad burning is due to ignorant or careless setting of 
the brick. A slight obstruction will change the course of heat, it being most sensitive. It is 
necessary that the spaces left for draft be, as nearly as practicable, uniform throughout the 
kiln.” 
 
“Most setters hack the brick in the benches [the term used for a singular stack of bricks], that 
is, break joints. This is, I think, a mistake, as it prevents the heat from moving upward from the 
benches to the body of the kiln, so that all the heat must pass through the overhanging courses 
to reach the body of the kiln. The benches should be set so that the heat can get into them from 
the arch or fire-flue and be able to pass freely from the benches directly upward into the kiln. 
Much depends upon the manner and care shown in setting the green brick in the kiln. The 
bottom must be level and each brick exactly over the one it faces, and not projecting either 
sidewise or endwise so as to have a perfect face.” 
 
Further on is this opus we find this useful description, with the author noting his experience at 
the Royal Brick Company of Bridgeport, Ohio, where the writer once worked: “After the 
arches are turned, the courses are leveled the entire width of the kiln; so much importance do 
they attach to this that a spirit level is used for the purpose. The brick must be set not only 
perfectly level, but plumb [thus both horizontally and vertically aligned]. The setting heat 
therefore, if the burning is uniform, is more likely to bring all down regularly and even, which 
to a great extent will prevent sliding, warping or twisting. Their bricks are set one face exactly 
above another, neither projecting at the ends or sides. The courses do not extend to the walls of 
the kiln, but are separated therefrom by several lengths of common brick. They commence to 
set pressed brick as near above the top of the arches as possible, and extend about fifteen to 
eighteen courses high in a kiln of forty to forty-five courses high including all.” 
 

From the Leary Papers 
Observations about Kiln Loading 

 

Carl Leary and Ina (Leary) Bramadat recall 

kiln loading from the early 1950s, with a 

different approach than that outlined in Mr. 

Davis’s 1895 tome. As they observe: “Bricks 

were laid first around the circumference of the 

kiln, with the first two rows placed on their long 

edge, perpendicular to the outer wall, and with 

approximately a finger-width separation. The 

next two rows were placed on their long edge 

parallel to the wall, with alternating per-

pendicular and parallel positioning as the brick 

pile grew higher. For the bottom rows, stackers 

would take the green bricks directly from the 

cart, but as the height increased, bricks were 

thrown up two by two and caught and placed by 

the stackers. When they were finished, the 

whole interior was a virtual dome of green 

bricks, ready for firing.” 
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Views of exterior walls and iron belt details. As suggested above, the four belts, each six inches 

wide, were a typical feature on brick kilns, necessary to keep the lower walls from expanding as 

the kiln was heated over and over again. Left, details of bands and an external view of a bullet 

hole. Centre: view of a band joint detail. Right: view of bands in their current collapsed state. 
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Cutaway isometric of the kiln. This image has been developed with half the kiln, as well as areas 

of the floor, removed for better views of features and details. Again for clarity, only one of the 

flash wall sections and an interior firebox opening are featured. The top-right of the drawing 

shows a section through a firebox and the tunnel to the chimney. 
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Detail drawing showing the construction of a 

section of a floor vent. Here we can see the 

depth of the vent tunnel (two feet), the large 

vent brick coverings, (each at 5 ¾ x 2 ½ x 13 

inches, nearly twice the size of a normal brick) 

spaced an inch apart, and the brick support 

structure. Removal of some of the floor bricks 

between tunnels suggests that these rested 

on a combination of rough concrete and 

broken brick pieces. 
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Views of the chimney. Left: general view looking to the northwest past the kiln. Centre: the tunnel 

entrance into the lower level of the chimney, whose weight is here transferred down via a 

segmental brick arch. Top right: view up the inside of the chimney (Courtesy Dennis Wiens). 

Below right: the metal hook embedded about eight feet above ground level, and from which a 

chain was hung that could lift or lower a metal sheet that covered the tunnel at the chimney base, 

and thus acted as a damper to control the heat flow in the whole system. 
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Left, top and bottom: Archival views of the kiln 

and fireboxes, ca. 1950 – the man atop the 

kiln was hired helper Victor Mocri. Note, in the 

lower image, the intricate design on the upper 

plate. Each plate was manufactured of iron, 

and was of considerable weight. 

 

Below: Section of the metal conveyor-belt 

rollers used to extract fired bricks from the 

kiln. 
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This drawing shows the construction details 

and features of a typical firebox at the Leary 

kiln. The drawing is of the kiln’s pre-1947 

situation, at which time the fireboxes were 

rejigged to make for a smaller upper-chamber 

opening. Here we can see the clever design 

and function – there are two chambers, the 

one above is an arched tunnel and one below 

a simple box; both have arched front 

openings. The upper chamber is open at both 

front and back, providing access for the 

copious amounts of wood used to fire the kiln, 

and at the back open to the inside of the kiln 

so as to provide the heat for the firing. Once 

burned, the huge amounts of ash from the 

firewood would drop through perforated 

grates that were set in the floor of each upper 

chamber and into the lower chamber, from 

whence it could easily be removed. 
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Firebox views. Left, a firebox with the top door in place. Centre left: frontal view showing the 

typical present condition of a firebox. Note that these views show alterations to the fireboxes 

from the later 1940s, when the upper chambers were reconfigured for smaller openings and 

smaller doors. Top right: view into a firebox showing the perforated metal grate that allowed ash 

to fall into the lower chamber, from which it was removed during a firing. Lower right: samples 

of the metal doors that were used in the 1947-52 period to close up the fireboxes at later stages 

of firing. 
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CONCLUSION 
A Precarious Legacy 
 

 first encountered the Leary Brick Works site in the early 1990s.  
I was working for the Province’s Historic Resources Branch, as its Architectural 
Historian, and was doing field research on old schools throughout Manitoba. A little 
detour to get from Roseisle to Altamont brought me into the South Boyne River Valley, 

and past the old brick-factory site. I have visited the site several times since, mostly with the 
eye of a tourist, to marvel at the old kiln and chimney, and enjoy the beautiful scenery. 
 
While the Leary site has been in the back of my mind as a potential research subject, it was not 
until 2010, when the Historic Resources Branch commissioned historian Randy Rostecki to 
develop a major inventory of nearly 200 historic Manitoba brick-factory sites, that I gradually 
came to appreciate the important and fascinating history of brick manufacturing in Manitoba, 
and especially to realize that the Leary Brick Works site was the only surviving significant 
connection to that history. 
 
This bears repeating: of the nearly 200 brick-making operations that once defined this 
important aspect of Manitoba’s industrial history—at least 20 of them with large and 
impressive complexes of buildings and up-to-date machinery—only the Leary Brick Works 
site remains. And it is not just a remnant – it is as complete an example of turn-of-the-
twentieth century brick-making technology as we might hope to find. Its main buildings and 
structures, and all of its machinery and apparatus, are all still intact – and perfectly capable of 
revealing the activities and operations that attended brick-making more than 100 years ago. It 
is a remarkable legacy. 
 
But of course, as it now stands, nearly 120 years old and abandoned for more than 60 years, it 
is a deeply forlorn place. And mostly forgotten. This project’s clear aim is to challenge that 
forgetting. 
 
The various documents, articles and background information included here will ensure that the 
historical record is as complete as possible, and available to the general public. The scores of 
photographs and the meticulous drawings of buildings and structures, of machinery, and of key 
features and details that are also featured here, should ensure that a complete understanding of 
the history of the site, of its evolution, and of its many fascinating and ingenious operations  

  

I
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and mechanics, are available for those who may not have the chance to visit and explore this 
place in the future. 
 
While I have essentially been taken in by Learys, I am not unaware that it might be doomed. 
Maybe this is the root of my affection for this place, for Learys is likely a lost cause – 
abandoned for nearly 60 years, in poor physical shape, remote (in the sense that it is a bit hard 
to get to, and not near a major population centre), with a rarefied function that does not easily 
lend itself to alternate uses, and with a price-tag likely in the hundreds of thousands of dollars 
just for stabilization. But it is a survivor, and given its long endurance even when left to the 
harshest of climates, we should not completely count it out. 
 
The comprehensive and compelling story presented in this project would not have been 
possible without the contributions of several people: I am grateful to Lynette and Murray Stow 
(Lynette being Donald Leary’s daughter and William Leary’s grand-daughter), current owners 
of the site, and Carlton Leary (William’s son), who provided essential insights and 
observations about the yard operations during the late 1940s and early 1950s. I would also like 
to acknowledge the valuable support of representatives of two American companies whose 
machinery was essential for Leary brick production: Michelle Anderson of Eagle Iron Works 
out of Des Moines, Iowa, for the wealth of material on the dry-pan crusher; and Michael 
Gerardi of Chisholm, Boyd & White of Alsip, Illinois, for the important materials on the brick 
press. 
 
I am especially grateful to one person in particular, the key individual whose attachment to the 
site is profound, and whose steadfast interest and keen insights have been invaluable. Ina 
(Leary) Bramadat, daughter of William Leary and grand-daughter of George Leary, is the one 
person for whom this project will have the deepest meaning. I am enormously grateful to her. 
 
Because this project leans to the prosaic in its observations and descriptions—a necessary 
condition when dealing with machinery and engineering—I would like to leave readers with a 
final poetic observation, from the great Victorian writer John Ruskin, whose thoughts on 
architecture and aesthetics were hugely influential in the late 1800s and well into the 1900s, 
and whose lines here evoke the whole Leary enterprise, from its people, to its buildings and its 
machinery:  
 

Endurance is nobler than strength, and patience than beauty. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


